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RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES

To assist you in your purchase we have selected a small number of

Freelander Accessories which we recommend for their particular style or

function and highlighted them as they occur in this brochure.

The New 2004 Freelander, is the product of continuous development and

improvement programmes. New front and rear bumpers, lamp configurations

plus a revised interior all demand new accessories, and that’s exactly what they

get, re-thought and re-designed to the same highly developed level as the

vehicle itself. Nothing else would be good enough. All accessories must undergo

the same stringent testing and quality control as the vehicle to which they are

fitted. So you know that when you buy a Land Rover Accessory you are not

compromising on safety or performance.

LIFESTYLES

At Land Rover, freedom of choice is everything, but sometimes so much choice

can make your final decision difficult. To try to help you choose the range of

accessories most suitable to your requirements we have illustrated four areas of

leisure activity (See pages 2-5). The products highlighted within each section are

based on our experience of Freelander owners lifestyles.

They are by no means definitive, after all it’s your vehicle and your personality.

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORY
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LIFESTYLES

WINTER SPORTS
• Front lamp guards

• Front and rear mud flaps

• BBS Two-piece 17" alloy wheels

• Stainless steel side protection runners

• Black body side mouldings

• 5 door roof rail system and crossbars

• Ski carrier with slide rail

• Door wind deflectors

SUMMER ADVENTURE
• Stainless steel side protection tubes

• BBS Vortex 17" alloy wheels

• 3 door roof rail system and crossbars

• Sailboard carrier

• Rear lamp guards

• Moulded spare wheel cover

• Body coloured side mouldings

• Front and rear mud flaps
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LIFESTYLES

FAMILY TOURING
• A-Frame protection bar

• Driving lamp kit

• Black body side mouldings

• Triple Sport 17" alloy wheels

• Stainless steel side protection runners

• 5 door roof rail system and crossbars

• Luggage box

• Door wind deflectors

URBAN 
• A-Frame protection bar

• 5-door body styling kit

• BBS Vortex 17" alloy wheels
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BBS VORTEX - 17” Alloy Wheel

Wheel and tyre (Pirelli), STC50426AA

Wheel only, STC50398

Approved tyres:- 

Pirelli Scorpion S/T - 225/55 R17 97H

Michelin Synchrone - 225/55 R17 97H

Goodyear Wrangler F1 - 225/55 R17 97V

WHEELS

TRIPLE SPORT - 16” Alloy Wheel

Wheel only, RRC114800MNH

Approved tyres:- 

Pirelli Scorpion S/T - 215/65 R16 98T

Michelin Synchrone - 215/65 R16 98H

Goodyear Wrangler HP - 215/65 R16 98H
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TREK - 17” Alloy Wheel

Wheel only, RRC002070MNH

Approved tyres:- 

Pirelli Scorpion S/T - 225/55 R17 97H

Michelin Synchrone - 225/55 R17 97H

Goodyear Wrangler F1 - 225/55 R17 97V

SPORT 9 SPOKE - 18” Alloy Wheel

Wheel only, RRC502080MNH

Approved tyre:- 

Continental 4x4 Contact 235/50 R18 101H

EVOLUTION - 17” Alloy Wheel

Wheel only, RRC002080MNH

Approved tyres:- 

Pirelli Scorpion S/T - 225/55 R17 97H

Michelin Synchrone - 225/55 R17 97H

Goodyear Wrangler F1 - 225/55 R17 97V

BBS TWO-PIECE - 17” Alloy Wheel

Wheel only, RRC501850MNH.

Approved tyres:- 

Pirelli Scorpion S/T - 225/55 R17 97H

Michelin Synchrone - 225/55 R17 97H

Goodyear Wrangler F1 - 225/55 R17 97V

FREEDOM 6 SPOKE - 17” Alloy Wheel

Wheel only, RRC114810MNH

Approved tyres:- 

Pirelli Scorpion S/T - 225/55 R17 97H

Michelin Synchrone - 225/55 R17 97H

Goodyear Wrangler F1 - 225/55 R17 97V

ACTIVE - 16” Alloy Wheel

Wheel only, RRC002060MNH

Approved tyres:- 

Pirelli Scorpion S/T - 215/65 R16 98T

Michelin Synchrone - 215/65 R16 98H

Goodyear Wrangler HP - 215/65 R16 98H
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WHEELS
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MOULDED SPARE WHEEL COVER

195 x 15” wheel STC7980 

215 x 16” wheel STC7982

225 x 17” wheel STC7984

ALLOY WHEEL NUT KIT

STC7987

Required for all upgrades from steel to alloy

wheels and includes a full set of locking and plain

wheel nuts.

SPARE WHEEL SPACERS

WC112081L (not shown)

3 per vehicle are required for all upgrades to 17”

or 18” alloy wheels.

ALLOY WHEEL CENTRE CAP -
POLISHED FINISH

RRJ100140MUZ (not shown)

SNOW TRACTION SYSTEM

STC50283

Easy to fit

For front  wheels only

215 x 16" & 225 x 17"

SNOW CHAINS

STC7905

Quick fitting

High strength galvanised steel 

For front  wheels only

195 x 15”

LOCKABLE STAINLESS STEEL
SPARE WHEEL COVER

195 x 15” wheel STC50275

215 x 16” wheel STC50276

225 x 17” wheel STC50286

FRONT MUDFLAPS

STC53075AA

REAR MUDFLAPS

CAT500060PMA

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORY

ADVENTURE 6 SPOKE - 15” Alloy Wheel

Wheel only, RRC114770MNH

Approved tyres:- 

Pirelli Scorpion S/T - 195/80 R15 96T

Michelin XPC - 195/80 R15 96H

Michelin Synchrone - 195/80 R15 96H

Goodyear Wrangler HP - 195/80 R15 96H

FREEDOM 5 SPOKE - 16” Alloy Wheel

Wheel only, RRC114780MNH

Approved tyres:- 

Pirelli Scorpion S/T - 215/65 R16 98T

Michelin Synchrone - 215/65 R16 98H

Goodyear Wrangler HP - 215/65 R16 98H

VINYL SPARE WHEEL COVER

195 x 15” wheel STC7981AA

215 x 16” wheel STC7983AA

225 x 17” wheel STC7985AA

235 x 18” wheel STC7985AA



EXTERIOR STYLING

BODY STYLING KIT, 3-DOOR

VUB501410

Stylish and sporty design. Supplied in primer for

painting body colour. Recommended dealer fit only.

BODY STYLING KIT, 5-DOOR

VUB501420

Stylish design. Supplied in primer for painting 

body colour. Recommended dealer fit only.
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EXTERIOR STYLING

Stainless steel side protection tubes

SIDE PROTECTION TUBES

Stainless steel STC7943AA

Black nylon coated steel STC7945AA

These tubes enhance Freelander’s styling whilst protecting the sills from minor knocks and scrapes.

Black steel side protection tubes

Body Side mouldings, black

Body Side mouldings, painted in body colour

BODY PROTECTION KIT, 5-DOOR

STC53070

Supplied in black to match the external trim colour

14 15

Body protection kit, 5-door, shown with Aluminium Side Steps

BODY SIDE MOULDINGS

Available in black to complement all colours or primed 

ready for painting to match the body colour.

Black, 3-door STC7912

Black, 5-door STC7913

Primer, 3-door STC7912LML

Primer, 5-door STC7913LML

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORY



EXTERIOR STYLING
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LAMP GUARDS

Front pair VUB501390

Rear set of four VUB501400

Provide protection from minor impacts.

AUXILIARY LIGHTING

Driving lamp kit VUB500870

or

Fog lamp kit VUB500960 

(applicable to vehicles not fitted with fog lamps as original equipment).

Both fog and driving lamps come housed in the exclusive new pod design.

PARK DISTANCE CONTROL SYSTEM

Uses ultrasonic sensors mounted in the rear or

front bumper to detect potential obstructions

behind or forward of the vehicle.

NOTE: This system is an aid to parking at low

speeds only.

Rear Kit VUB502420

Front Kit VUB502780 (not shown)

A-FRAME PROTECTION BAR

VUB501330

Soft-feel polyurethane in Technical

Silver finish.

EC VERSION

ALUMINIUM SIDE STEPS

STC7940

Cannot be fitted with 5-door body

styling kit

SIDE PROTECTION RUNNERS

Stainless steel STC53078

Black nylon coated steel STC53077

These runners also aid access into and

out of your Freelander.

This product can only be fitted in

conjunction with front mud flaps

STC53075AA (not included)

HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR LIGHTING

Two types of auxiliary lighting are available for your

Freelander. Fog lamps provide improved visibility in poor

weather conditions. Driving lamps only operate when the

headlamp main beam is on.

Driving lamp kit Rear bumper Park Distance Control SystemStainless steel Black nylon coated steel Aluminium side steps

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORY
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EXTERIOR STYLING
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AUXILIARY LIGHTING

Driving lamp kit VUB500870

or

Fog lamp kit VUB500960 

(applicable to vehicles not fitted with

fog lamps as original equipment).

Both fog and driving lamps come

housed in the exclusive new pod design.

A-FRAME NUDGE BAR

Stainless steel VUB501350

Black nylon coated steel, not shown,

VUB501340

WRAPAROUND NUDGE BAR

Black nylon coated steel VUB501360

Can be fitted with integrated lamp

guards VUB502400

A-FRAME PROTECTION BAR

VUB501330

Soft-feel polyurethane in Technical

Silver finish.

ROW VERSION

ALUMINIUM SIDE STEPS

STC7940

Cannot be fitted with 5-door body

styling kit

SIDE PROTECTION RUNNERS

Stainless steel STC53078

Black nylon coated steel STC53077

These runners also aid access into and

out of your Freelander.

This product can only be fitted in

conjunction with front mud flaps (not

included)

Stainless steel

A-frame Nudge bar, Stainless steel

Wraparound nudge bar, black nylon coated steel

A-frame Protection bar, Technical Silver

Black nylon coated steel Aluminium side steps

BLACK NYLON COATED
STEEL LAMP GUARDS 
VUB502400

For full wrap nudge bar only

HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR LIGHTING

Two types of auxiliary lighting are available for your

Freelander. Fog lamps provide improved visibility in poor

weather conditions. Driving lamps only operate when the

headlamp main beam is on.

Driving lamp kit

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORY

LAMP GUARDS

Front pair VUB501390

Rear set of four VUB501400

Provide protection from minor impacts.

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORYRECOMMENDED ACCESSORY

PARK DISTANCE CONTROL SYSTEM

Uses ultrasonic sensors mounted in the rear or

front bumper to detect potential obstructions

behind or forward of the vehicle.

NOTE: This system is an aid to parking at low

speeds only.

Rear Kit VUB502420

Front Kit VUB502780 (not shown)

Rear bumper Park Distance Control System



3 DOOR EXTERIOR STYLING
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SOFTBACK 

STC7993AC

Easily and quickly transforms your

Freelander to take advantage of fine

weather or increase its carrying capability.

HARDBACK 

STC7992

Fully removable and interchangeable with the folding

softback and shower protection cover, this hardback kit

provides improved insulation and refinement for the winter

months.

Compatible with 3-door roof rails.

SHOWER PROTECTION COVER

VUK500020

For 3-door hardback Freelanders, offering

emergency weather protection when the hardback

has been removed.

REMOVEABLE GLASS ROOF PANELS

STC7991

To replace the black composite roof panels featured

in 3-door Freelanders.

For commercial vehicles, a storage bag (EFE100090)

can be purchased separately.

Softback - roof up

Softback - roof down

Hardback - removed

Hardback - in place



CARRYING AND TOWING
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SKI RACK

CAN500030

Designed to carry 4 pairs of skis or 2

snowboards, it incorporates a push button

opening and slide out feature to enable easy

access and loading. Fits 3 or 5-door roof rail

and crossbar systems.

SAILBOARD CARRIER

STC8435

Designed to carry 1 sailboard and 2 masts or 1

surfboard, all held in place by quick release

straps.

Quick release ratchet strap for masts
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CARRYING AND TOWING
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Tow bar mounted bike carrierRoof Mounted Bike Carrier

SPORTS BOX

CAK000030

With easy access side opening, the sports box is

ideal for skis and accommodating other long

loads.

Capacity is 400 litres and dimensions are

L 230cm x W 62cm x H 39cm.

Supplied with integrated lock and keys.

Maximum load 53kg.

LUGGAGE BOX

CAK000020

Dual side opening and lightweight acrylic

construction.

Capacity is 450 litres and dimensions are 

L 160cm x W 95.6cm x H 39cm.

Supplied with integrated lock and keys.

Maximum load 52kg.

Bike carrier shown with padding to

prevent damage to both vehicle

and bikes

Bike carrier fits to fixed height tow

bar and is lockable with the use of

a padlock (not supplied)

Lighting board 

ROOF MOUNTED BIKE CARRIER

VTG500050

This lockable bike carrier is designed for a single bike and will

fit both 3 and 5-door roof rail and crossbar systems. May be

fitted for right or left side loading, so 2 carriers can be fitted

if required.

TOW BAR MOUNTED BIKE CARRIER

STC7929

Designed to fit with fixed height tow bar (VUB501490).

The carrier takes two bikes and is padded to protect against

damage. A trailer may be towed while the bike carrier is in use.

Supplied with bike tie-downs.

LIGHTING BOARD

STC8153

Comes complete with 4 metre extension cable and elasticated

attachment straps (number plate not included). Compatible only with

‘N’ type electrics.

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORY



CARRYING AND TOWING
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Expedition Roof Rack fitted to 5-door roof rail and crossbar system

The cross bars incorporate an easy to use

one touch fixing with integrated locks and

can be positioned at any point on the roof

rail for added flexibility.

EXPEDITION ROOF RACK

STC50433

The Expedition Roof Rack can be fitted to either 3 or 5-door roof

rail systems using a clamp kit available separately (CAP500030).

Load capacity - 54kg.

3 & 5-DOOR ROOF RAIL SYSTEM
AND CROSSBARS

These carrying systems comprise roof rails and removable

crossbars.

The roof rails, once fitted, are permanently left on the vehicle,

simply fit the crossbars to them when you need to carry any

extra loads. When not in use the crossbars may be kept in the

storage bag supplied.

The 3-door system can be fitted to both soft and hardback

vehicles.

Vehicle and roof rail system height - 1808mm.

Roof load capacity - 69kg.

3-door roof rail system and crossbars STC7931

5-door roof rail system and crossbars STC7932

Crossbars for vehicles with factory fit roof rails CAC100162

TIE STRAP

CAR10003L

Designed for securing items onto roof

racks. 20mm wide - 5 metres long.

LUGGAGE CARRIER

STC50169

Can be used either as a luggage tray or inverted to create a flat

surface for longer loads. Fits 3 or 5-door roof rail and crossbar

systems. Load capacity - 63kg.



CARRYING AND TOWING
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QUICK RELEASE TOW BAR

VUB501500

The tow bar can be easily removed without tools when not

required. Supplied with ‘N’ type electrics, tow bar stowage bag, tow

ball cover, grease and gloves.

SWAN NECK TOW BAR

STC7998

A fixed position tow bar supplied with ‘N’ type electrics for trailer

road lighting. Includes tow ball cover, grease and gloves.

FIXED HEIGHT TOW BAR

VUB501490

This tow bar, with bolt-on tow ball, allows the use of most caravan

stabilisers. Supplied with ‘N’ type electrics, 50mm tow ball, cover,

grease and gloves.

Compatible with Tow Bar Mounted Bike Carrier (STC7929).

BUMPER PROTECTION BRACKET

STC7904AA

Provides protection for vehicle bumper from caravan or trailer

damage. Only fits with fixed height tow bar VUB501490.

‘S’ TYPE ELECTRICS

For use when additional power is required in a caravan or horse box with

interior lighting.

‘S’ Type Electrics with split charge system, pre-1999 caravans STC50459.

To power refrigerator, battery charging, interior and reversing lights. The

split charge system protects the vehicle battery from accidental drainage.

‘S’ Type Electrics for 1999 caravans onwards STC50460. Powers all

caravan electrics, this kit should only be used for caravans built from 1999

onwards when the control of power distribution was incorporated into

caravan systems.

13 PIN ELECTRICS

YWJ500070

European style towing electrics

kit capable of supplying all

trailer/caravan rear lighting and

interior equipment power,

including fridge feed and

battery charging.

‘S’ Type Electrics

HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR

TOWING ELECTRICS

All tow bars come complete with

‘N’ type electrics for supplying power

to the trailer lighting. The kit powers

the rear/brake lamps, direction

indicators and rear fog lamp(s). It will

also fully power the Lighting Board

(STC8153).

If you require further power for

your trailer or caravan, ‘S’ type or 13

Pin electrics can be selected,

depending upon the socket type of

your trailer. Details of these electrics

kits follow.

For further assistance speak to

your Land Rover dealer.



INTERIOR
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FACIA ENHANCEMENT KIT - BURR WALNUT WOOD FINISH

VUB501010

Comprises centre console panel, air vent surrounds and glove box facia trim panel.

FACIA ENHANCEMENT KIT - CHAMPAGNE FINISH

VUB501030

High-tech look. Comprises centre console panel, air vent surrounds and glove box facia trim panel.

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORY



INTERIOR

SATELLITE NAVIGATION 
ADDITIONAL LOCATION
MAP DISC

YIW500140

For vehicles equipped with

satellite navigation system -

update available on one CD

covering UK and most of

mainland Europe.

NavTrak ADR

Stolen vehicle tracking system

using GPS (Global Positioning

System)

Annual subscription required.

Only available in certain

European markets. Please

speak to your Land Rover

dealer for more information.

WOOD TRIM GEAR
KNOB

STC50457

Manual transmission only.

WOOD TRIM
HANDBRAKE GRIP

STC50431

Not shown.

CENTRE CONSOLE
ARMREST

FJT500010PUY

Replaces the existing cubby box lid

to form a comfortable raised

armrest and opens to allow access

to the cubby box.

Available in black only.

WOOD TRIM STEERING WHEELS

Burr Walnut and black leather finish.

Note: Fitting should only be undertaken by a Land

Rover dealer, due to the driver’s side airbag system.

No controls STC50451AA

Radio controls STC53133AA

Cruise control STC53134AA

Radio & Cruise control STC53135AA

HANDS-FREE TELEPHONE KIT

Base Kit VUB500990

Installation Kit VUB500980

Integrated system, utilising a discrete microphone and the

vehicle’s front door speakers.

A variety of cradles are available to support the best-selling

mobile phones.

Please speak to your Land Rover dealer for more information.
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ENGINE AND CABIN PRE-HEATER (TD4 ONLY)

Mounted in the engine compartment, this system uses the diesel

from the fuel tank to warm both the engine and cabin before you

even leave the house.

The Heater can be controlled with either a timer or remote control

handset and will also switch on the interior fan heater according to

your previously selected temperature and speed.

Note: This product does not turn the vehicle ignition on, so the air-

conditioning cannot be used until you start the engine.Vehicles

already fitted with a supplementary diesel fuel burning heater (that

only operates when the engine is running) may be upgraded using

the Silencer kit and the Timer kit or the Remote Control Handset.

This system requires the Engine and Cabin Pre-Heater, Silencer kit

and  Timer kit or Remote Control Handset, all of which may be

purchased separately.

NB: We recommend that you do not use the Engine and Cabin Pre-

Heater in an enclosed space, such as a garage, due to the exhaust

fumes emitted.

Ask your Land Rover dealer for more details.

Timer

Remote

control

handset

Engine and Cabin Pre-Heater JEC500320

Silencer Kit JEY500010 

Timer Kit IRK500020

Remote Control Handset IRK500010



INTERIOR
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LOADSPACE PROTECTORS

Supplied with a non-slip mat which can be trimmed to suit your

requirements. Available in full length, with the rear seats folded, or

half length to cover the normal loadspace area.

Half length (shown) STC7935

Full length STC7937

Full length - Commercial only STC50418

LUGGAGE NETS

Side nets, pair, 5-door STC7955

Side nets, pair, 3-door STC7956

Envelope net, 5-door STC7952

Envelope net, 3-door STC7953

LOAD RETENTION SYSTEM

STC7954 (Not shown)

Features two straps and a strong woven net to

secure contents to the loadspace floor.

GLASS ROOF PANEL SUNBLIND KIT

STC7948

Uses a single integrated sunblind cartridge.

SUNGLASSES HOLDER

STC50086

Suitable for 5 door models only, fits onto

headlining above either front door.

DOG GUARD

STC7939AB

A strong grey mesh dog guard that fits between

loadspace floor and roof, providing a barrier for dogs of

all sizes. Quick and easy to remove when not required.

REAR WINDOW GUARD

STC53047

A strong grey mesh guard that fits on to the rear

door. Enables pets to be kept safely in the loadspace

with the rear door window fully open whilst driving, and

also when parked, providing that only the perimetric

alarm is activated.

Envelope luggage net

Side luggage net

Glass roof panel sunblind kit

Sunglasses holder



INTERIOR
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3-DOOR LOADSPACE COVER

STC7924PUY

A strong rigid cover that fits firmly over the loadspace of Freelander

3-door models. Available in black only.

5-DOOR LOADSPACE COVER

STC7925PUY

This roller cover extends to cover the 5-door Freelander’s loadspace.

Available in black only.

SILL TREAD PLATES

Finished in highly polished stainless steel.

Protect plastic sill trims from scuffs and scrapes.

5-door, set of 4 EBN500010

3-door, set of 2 EBN500011

Sill tread plate - rear, 5 door

Sill tread plate - front, 5 door

5 door loadspace cover

3 door loadspace cover

RUBBER MATS

All rubber mats feature a

raised perimeter which retains

mud and water to protect your

carpets and loadspace floor.

Front pair, RHD STC7972

Footwell set of 4, RHD

STC7973AA

Front pair, LHD STC50311

Footwell set of 4, LHD 

STC50402

Loadspace mat - 3-door

STC50434

Loadspace mat - 5-door

STC50435

CARPET MAT SETS

Match the interior trim of your vehicle.

Available only as complete sets.

Light Tundra, RHD EAH500020HPP

Light Tundra, LHD EAH500030HPP

Alpaca, RHD EAH500020SMS

Alpaca, LHD EAH500030SMS

Black, RHD EAH500020PUY

Black, LHD EAH500030PUY

Light Tundra

Alpaca

BlackLoadspace mat

Rubber mat - footwell set
Black

Alpaca

Black

WATERPROOF SEAT COVERS

Seat covers protect your upholstery from mud,

dirt, wear and tear. Simple to fit, there is a design

for every Freelander seating option.

Front pair, Black, 3-door VCF500010PUY

Front pair, Black, 5-door VCF500020PUY

Rear twin pair, Black, 3-door VCF500030PUY

Rear 60/40 split with armrest, Black, 3 & 5-door

VCF500040PUY

Rear 60/40 split without armrest, Black, 3 & 5-

door VCF500050PUY

Front pair, Alpaca, 3-door VCF500010SMS

Front pair, Alpaca, 5-door VCF500020SMS

Rear twin pair, Alpaca, 3-door VCF500030SMS

Rear 60/40 split with armrest, Alpaca, 3 & 5-door

VCF500040SMS

Rear 60/40 split without armrest, Alpaca, 3 & 5-

door VCF500050SMS



TOURING
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KID BOOSTER SEAT

EVY000101

Height adjustable two-part seat, suitable for

children 15-34kg (approx. 4-11 years). Offers

improved side impact protection and ensures

seatbelt is positioned correctly.

COSY-TOT CHILD SEAT

EVY000102

Rear facing infant carrier suitable from birth

to 13kg (approx. 9-12 months). Deep side wings

offer improved side impact protection.

Sun/wind canopy included.

DUO PLUS 

VTN500020

Forward facing child seat suitable for children

9-18kg (approx. 9 months to 4 years). 5-point

harness with adjustable fit system. Offers

capability for Isofix compatible vehicles.

DOOR WIND DEFLECTORS

Reduces turbulence and airflow into

your Freelander when driving with the

windows open.

3-door STC7921

5-door STC7922

ACCESSORY AUXILIARY SOCKET

STC50468PUY

Fits in the left hand side of the loadspace and

can be used for electrical accessories such as

the Electric cool bag.

REFRIGERATOR/FREEZER

STC8519AB

This portable fridge is also controllable down

to -15˚C for frozen food. Fits the auxiliary

socket using a 12 volt power lead.

ELECTRIC COOL BAG

VUP100140L

This thermo-electric, 14 litre capacity, cool bag

fits the auxiliary socket using a 12 volt power

lead.

BULB KIT
VUB500860

WARNING
TRIANGLE
KCC500020

FIRST AID KIT
STC7642

FIRE
EXTINGUISHERS
1kg STC7999

2kg STC8138AB

TOW STRAP
VUZ10003

FOOT PUMP
STC8243

COCKPIT
HANDLAMP
RTC9527

WINTER FRONT WIPER
BLADES

VUB500900

The wiper frame is encased in rubber to

prevent snow from collecting between

the frame and blade.
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Side protection tubes 14

Side steps 16

Sill tread plates 34

Ski, snowboard
and sailboard carriers 20-21

Snow chains 11

Softback 18

Sunglasses holder 32

T

Telephone hands-free kit 31

Tow bars and electrics 26-27

Tow strap 37

W

Warning triangle 37

Waterproof seat covers 35

Wood trim gear knob 30

Wood trim handbrake grip 30

Wood trim steering wheels 30

Wheel covers 10

Winter front wiper blades 37
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Land Rover Accessories - Testing and Safety

As with the vehicles themselves, Land Rover Accessories must undergo stringent quality and

performance testing, after all they are part of the vehicle. Every Accessory must perform everywhere and,

whenever possible, they are attached to and tested with the vehicle during its development and test cycle.

The Combined Road Environment Simulation Test takes place in a climate controlled chamber which

produces temperatures from -40˚C up to +50˚C, 50% humidity and simulated intense sunlight. In addition, a

computer controlled hydraulic system can simulate any driving condition from smooth motorway to extreme

off-road. The vehicle and accessories spend 10 days in the chamber after which they have covered the

equivalent of 15,000 miles in the toughest conditions possible.

Heavy duty accessories such as tow bars are subjected to rig testing where up to 2 million load cycles

are replicated to ensure the inherent strength of a design. The plastics and fabrics used in our accessories

must be ultraviolet stable and fade resistant. All metallic components experience 1000 hours of salt spray

testing for rust/corrosion proofing.

With so many safety features incorporated as standard equipment on Land Rovers, accessories

development has to make provision for these. For example, all protection bars are approved for correct air

bag deployment and lamp guards are tested against light output legislation.

Testing is not limited to simulation alone, the vehicles and accessories are also sent to the hottest,

coldest and most inhospitable places on the planet for extensive field trials. So, if you find yourself in an

extreme condition rest assured that Land Rover and its range of accessories have already been there.

It is important to note that the fitting of non-genuine protection bars may result in the failure of air

bags to operate correctly.

This publication is intended for international usage and whilst Land Rover take the utmost care in

ensuring that all details in the publication are correct at the time of going to press, we are constantly striving

for improvement and therefore reserve the right to alter accessories and specifications without notice.

Details of accessories and specifications are also subject to change to suit local market conditions and

requirements, and not all products are available in every market. Please consult your Land Rover dealer who

will be pleased to advise you on current accessories. Distributors and dealers are not agents of Land Rover

and have absolutely no authority to bind Land Rover to any express or implied undertaking or representation.


